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Psychological Intervention for Button Phobic 

Nanik 

•acuity of Psychology, University of Surabaya 

Email: nanik@ubaya.ac.id 

Abstract 

Behavior therapy approach is used in psychological intervention of button phobic, including 
systematic desensitization, relaxation, cognitive-behavioral therapy, modelling and skill training 
therapy. Partisipant (N=l) was button phobic since adolescence. Sampling technique in this 
research was accidental sampling. Psychological intervention design was classified as quasi 
experiment with single-case subject design. Data collection was performed with a multi
assessment, including observation and interviews, anxiety questionnaires and interview of 
cognitive change processes, before and after therapy is given. Results of psychological 
intervention indicated that behavioral therapy can be relied upon their role in overcoming 
anxiety of button phobic. 

Key Words: Button phobic, behavior therapy,.psychological intervention 

Social situation 

MC ts female, 20 years old, 

undergraduate student, Catholic, Chinese

East Java and the first daughter of three. All 

of them are girls. She was born as the first 

granddaughter froin her father's family. 

During her infancy, her mother struggled in 

her initial career so that her mother oftenly 

left her outside the town. Thus, her 

grandmother became her parenting figure. 

As the first granddaughter, MC got a center 

of affection from her grandmother which 

tended to be dominant and protective. Her 

parents' activities m~de her close to her 

grandmother. MC slept with her 

grandmother. MC also went to/picked up 

from school, played, and travelled around 

with her grandmother. Her parents 

encouraged her to call her grandmother as 

"mami" ("mother''). Eventhough MC was 

very close to her grandmother, she still had 

the need of being attached to her parents 

especially her mother. She wished for her ~ 

mother presence since her sister born. Since 
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that time too, she ~It being treated 

differently by her parents. Both of her 

younger sisters slept with their (her) parents 

· but MC had to sleep with her grandmother. 

During her elementary school, she felt that 

she couldn't be the unified part of her 

family. She also couldn' t be separated with 

her grandmother considering her 

grandmother had been taking care of her for 

a long time and they also lived together. 

Her grandmother was very protective 

and instructive towards MC. She arranged 

everything about MC like how she should be 

seated on her first day in school, she chose 

with whom MC should make friends, and 

made sure her teacher would took care of 

her. Her grandmother had a great 
• 

relationship with her teachers because she 

was responsive and willing to help for every 

school activities that need parents' support. 

It made the teachers didn't feel annoyed by 

her authoritative attitude towards them. 

MC also remember when she was at 

Kindergarden, her grandmother made her a 

special school uniform which differed from 

all of her school-mates. She made it so that 

MC won't fmd difficulties to button up or 

unbutton the uniform. Her uniform was 

tailored with easier buttons to use. 

Up until her forth grade, MC still felt 

comfortable lived with her grandmother. It 

was before she knew and understand that her 

grandmother oftenly do bad things to her 

parents. MC regularly saw her grandmother 

were asked for money and being threatened 

by debt collectors. Her grandmother used 

the money to be given to her uncle (her 

father's younger brother). Her grandmother 

also gave him rice, sugar, foods, other daily 

needs, and even gave him MC's foods that 

were bought by her parents. MC was asked 

to give-in and being told not to tell her 

parents. Even her money for school was 

taken to pay for her grandmother's debt. 

This resulted in MC being asked by her 

parents and thought that MC used the money 

for something else so that she can't be 

trusted because of her irresponsible 

behavior. MC was afraid to tell the truth and 

felt sorry if her grandmother could get 

infuriated by her parents. She accepted all of 

their misjudgement from her parents in 

silence. She now realized that it's also a 

results of her grandmother's teaching which 

lead her to be a submissive child and she 

couldn't speak up for herself. Because of 

this, she disappointed with her grandmother 

as an affectionate figure but cornered her 

and she felt that her parents upset with her. 

It's estranged her with her family even more 

than before. 
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Her grandmother's pattern of 

parenting that is dominant and protective 

startef to lower down since she entered 

junior high school. During that time, 

grandmother should also look after another 

grandchildren from another families. As 

time went by and she's grown up also her 

grandmother didn't really involved in her 

life anymore because of her old age, MC 

started to realize how parents' presence and 

her relationship with her family affected her. 

During her early contacts with her 

parents, she found difficulty in adjusting 

herself with her parents parenting style. It's 

because her parents demanded her to be 

independent and let her to take decisions and 

its consequences by herself According to 

her, her parents gave her freedom and trust 

to their children. She was never being forced 

to eat vegetables because MC love to eat 

meat and MC felt the result of her lack of 

eating vegetables. 

The first time she should make her 

own decision was during her first day on 

junior high. She was dropped by her father 

only at the front gate. After that, she should 

look for her class and chose her friends by 

herself. At that time, she was so confused 

until somebody else had to help her. Up 

until now, she realizes that she's not an 

independent person, she's also lacking of 

confident, and couldn't make a fast decision,4 

and need assistance ,when entering a newit 

environment. ·l 

MC admits that she once had the : 

need to reject her grandmother as a figure of: 

affection within her. It's added by her ' 

childhood experience being scolded with · 

title as "anak nenek" (grandma's baby) and · 

not as "anak mami" (mommy's baby), and 

especially her memory about how her 

grandmother disappoints her and also her 

parents' negative opinion towards her. Since 

.that (fourth grade, she can't explain how she 

dislikes and always want to avoid buttons. 

Until now, she still can't accept her 

grandmother's behavior to give what's came 

from her parents work effort to her uncle. 

According to her, her grandmother isn't fair 

and feels sorry to her parents that her parents 

have to carry the weight of her uncle. 

During the process of exploration 

with the therapist, she just realize that 

buttons is a representative symbols of her 

grandmother's figure of affecton that she 

wants to reject it all this time but she 

couldn't. It's because she realizes that after 

all her grandmother played a very important 

role in taking care of her when she was a 

kid. 
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Formulation of the problem 

MC started to develop buttons 

phobia because buttons remind her of bad 

memories (her disappointment toward her 

· grandmother which made her got a negative 

~ mark from her par11ts that MC was so eager 

. Diagnosis 

Axis I : 300. 29 Specific Phobia 

·. Axis n :Dependent personality 
characteristics 

· Axism -
' 
: 

· Client reasons of seeking help 
' l MC wants to cope with her overwhelming 
t 
1 

: fear or anxiety towards stimulus related with 

buttons. MC realizes that she couldn't keep 

avoid buttons because when she- enters 

working life, she has to be dressed formally 

and neat which almost always use buttons. 

MC wants to prepare herself before it 

comes. She also wants to be a responsible 

mother in taking care of her children. It's 

impossible for her to keep avoid and depend 

on others while attending on her role as a 

mother. 

Method 

Baseline Phase 

a. Description of problem 

In concordance with Pavlov's 

classical conditioning theory, the basic of 

MC's initial fear (unconditional response) 

to have their love and affection all those 

times). Buttons are associated with 

grandmother's figure of affe.ction that she 

wants to reject it. 

AxisN : family problem (parents treat 
her and her sisters differently - sibling rivalry) 
Aksis V 90 minimal symptoms, highly 
functionals, average satisfaction, not much more 
than daily problems. 

was rejection towards grandmother 

(unconditioned stimulus). The stimulus were 

frequently interacted with buttons (neutral 

stimulus). Because her rejection couldn't 

directly be expressed, MC diverted it to 

buttons (as the result of association). Thus, 

buttons which originally was a neutral 

stimulus changed on to conditioned stimulus 

and MC's fear of buttons became 

conditioned response. 

Choosing a proper baseline procedure and 

capable to: 

1. Monitoring the problem behavior 

Using behavior assessment method 

interview and Anxiety Scale from Direct 

Self Report Inventory Before Therapy 
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(reference for Assembling The Hierarchy of 

Anxiety Card) 

2. Identifying control stimulus right now 

The presence of buttons (two, four

holed, or more), with patterns, striking 

colors, made from plastic, loose, and only as 

an accessory, also sound of buttons. 

3. Identifying reinforcing consequences 

The reinforcing consequ€?nces of the 

maladaptive behavior (phobia) is the 

protection from her family. At home, when 

MC sees buttons, she will scream and her 

family will keep it away. All of her family · 

members try to keep the buttons in the place 

where MC less likely to see it. 

4. Making a functional analysis of the problem behavior 

Before Intervention 

Stimulus (S) Organism (0) 

Listening and 
reading the "button" 
words, looking at, 
standing near and 
touching button. 
Having a bad 
experience with 
grandmother that's 
associated with 
buttons. 

Cognition 

• Button is a disgusting object. 
• When the button touch some parts of the 

body, it will stick there and can't be apart. 
• The sound of buttons is disgusting. 
• Stacked buttons is thought to be ants that 

can move and crawl up to her body. 
• Colc:>red buttons can move and form 

together being a man-button. 
• Falling buttons will come closer to her. 
• Loosely-knitted buttons is a threat because 

it will easily move to touch the body. 

Emotion 

• Feels anxious knowing 
there's a button near her. 

• Feels uncomfortable 
hearing the word "button." 

• Feels agitated when 
seeing buttons. 

• Feels pins and needles 
from the fingers up to 
arms, shoulder, and the 
whole body. 

• Feels disgust and fear if 
have to touch or hold 
buttons. 

MC's cognitive distortion types are: 

1. Jump into conclusions (prediction 

fallacy): MC predicts that everything will 

change into something bad and MC feels 

sure that her prediction is a fact that's 

entirely true. 

2. Emotional reasoning: MC assumes that 

her negative emotions . reflects how the 

reality actually is ("I feel it then so be it") 

Respon(R) Consequences (C) 
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Behavior 

• Avoid places or things related with 
buttons (flee or covering buttons 
with other things). 

• Use clothes with buttons as fast as 
she could. 

• Screaming if being told there's 
button near her. 

• Ask others to keep the button far 
from her. 

• Inhale repetitiously and do a self
talk to stay calm when she has to 
face button. 

• Wipe the sweat when she has to 
face button. 

2 TreahnentJ>hase 

.a. Define goals/target of maladaptive 

behaviors 

Goals of MC is eliminating her fear and 
• 

anxiety towards buttons. The target of 

maladaptive behavioral changes are: 

1. Succeed in touching buttons while seeing 

it and not avoiding it. When touching 

buttons, MC also wants to be not fear or 

being agitated anymore. 

2. Be able to keep holding buttons with both 

hands for a long time like normal people 

do. 

3. Be able to have activities which require 

her to wear clothes with buttons or even 

unsewn buttons. 

b. Assembling a strategy/procedure/program 

of treahnent 

Positive: 
Having a feel of security and free from 
intensity/anxiety as long as avoid buttons 
because it doesn't remind her disappointment 
towards her figure of affection (grandmother) that 
she wants to reject. 
Negative: 
• Feeling anxious and not confident when 

wearing clothes with buttons. 
• Facing difficulties to adapt herself on 

occasions which need a fonnal look -
clothes with buttons, e. g. during her class 
"Cognitive Assesmenr. 

• Always agitated everytime seeing buttons 
directly/indirectly. 

• Inhibited to do activities and lowered 
appetite after seeing buttons. 

Cognitive Behavior Therapy (CBT), 

Systematic Desensitization, Relaxation and 

Modeling, and Skill Training Therapy are 

treatment programmes for MC. In the 

treatment preparation process, in-depth 

counselling also was held using ecclectic 

approach (psychoanalysis and client

centered) to explore and get a better 

understanding of how MC could have a 

buttons phobia. 

c. Making steps to increase client's 

commihnent to achieve treahnent goals 

1. Lead MC to consider positive 

consequences that she could get if she 

frees up from button phobia and the next 

impact after she get the consequences. 

2. Lead MC to consider negative 

consequences she's been through all 
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these times which will stay recurrent and 

its aftermath if she doesn't overcome the 

• button phobia. 

3. Explain to client that intervention process 

will be occurred gradually and adjusted 

with MC's preparedness, courages, and 

abilities, also there will be a continuous 

assistance during intervention. 

4. Explain to MC about the overall 

intervention procedures and what to 

expect from MC for she could pass 

through the intervention process 

successfully. 

5. Ask MC to include family support to 

participate in facilitating MC while 

practicing the therapy session at home (if 

needed) and to help by monitoring MC's . 
progress of applying systematic 

desensitization at home. 

6. Ask for MC's willingness to sign 

informed consent as a mean of agreement 

and commitment to work together with 

the therapist through the whole process of 

button phobia intervention. 

d Applying treatment plans 

There are seven stages that always been 

done during practicing systematic 

desensitization (details can be seen in -

Appendixes); those are: 

1. Conducting senses-related consciousness 

relaxation with selected instruments by 

MC that could make her feels 

comfortable, relaxed, and remembering 

again the process of cognitive 

construction with positive affirmations. 

2. Conducting an anxiety-stimulating 

situation (could also be included with 

modeling by therapist's behavior) in 

concordance with hierarchy cards. 

3. Facing the situations as long as MC could 

stand it for a period of time. 

4. Stop. Assessing anxiety level. Provide 

again relaxation and cognitive 

construction process . 

5. Reproduce anxiety-stimulating situation 

(could also be added with modeling by 

therapist's behavior). Facing the situation 

as long as MC could for a period of time. 

6. Stop. Assessing anxiety level. If anxiety 

still occur, return to 2nd stage. If anxiety 

doesn't occur, continue to 7th stage. 

7. Continue to next situation; return to 1st 

stage. 

Result 

Behavioral changes target that's planned 

before intervention phase, lowering anxiety 
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assessed by each session, had been met decreased scores during systematic 

the intervention process 

terminated. 

ofe interesting thing is MC's anxiety 

on baseline phase with interview and 

desensitization practices before the whole 

process being applied in each situational 

hierarchy. 

self report showed different result or 

The result of systematic desensitization on each anxiety hierarchy are: 

1. Comparison of Anxiety Scale on Each Situations of Anxiety Hierarchy Before and 

Systematic Desensitization Practices (Therapy) 

Hear the word "button" repetitiously. 
• Hear it once 
• Hear it five times 
• Read a story about button 

Look at shirt 
• Shirt with two-hole button (standard size) 
• Shirt with four-hole 

3 Look at button visualization 
• Look at two-hole button picture 
• Look at two-hole button real picture 
• Look at four-hole button real pictul'e 
• Look at a real picture of arranged buttons 
• Look at a real of stacked buttons 

4 Touch a shirt 
• Reaching it with distance 30cm 
• Reaching it (without touching it) with distance 1 em 
• Touching without seeing 
• Touching with seeing 
• Button u and unbutton the shirt 

5 Hear the sound of button 
• Hearing without seeing a button (button or not) 
• Hearing without seeing the buttons (button or not) 
• Hearing the sound of a button with seeing it inside a 

transparant container 
• Hearing the sound of the buttons with seeing it inside a 

6 Touch a button stuck on a cardboard WITHOUT seeing it 
• Touching a small-sized real button stuck on a white 

cardboard without seeing it 
• Touching a medium-sized real button stuck on a white 

cardboard without seeing it 
• Touching a large-sized real button stuck on a white 

cardboard without it 
7 See real button stuck on a cardboard 

• a real small-sized button stuck on a white cardboard 

1-o 
1- o 
0 

1-0 
1-1-o 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
1-0 
1-0 
1-o 
0 
0 
1-o 
0 
1-0 
1-0 

1-0 
1-o 

1-0 
1-0 

1-o 
0 

1-o 

1-0 
1-0 
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• Seeing a real medium-sized button stuck on a white 
cardboard 1-o 

• Seeing a real large-sized button stuck on a white cardboard 0 
8 See a loose button 1-0 

• Seei• a loose button with small, medium, and large-sized 1-0 
one 

• Seeing a large amounts of loose buttons arranged neatly 0 
• Seeing a large amounts of loose buttons stacked !Qgether 0 

9 Touch a button 1-0 
• Touching a button with index finger once 1-o 
• Circling around the button's surface 1-1-0 
• Touching a buttong with two fingers 1-o 
• Touching the center area of the button 1- o 

10 Play with button 0 
• Move out the button 0 
• Pull out yam through button hole 0 
• Shake buttons in grasp 0 

Remarks on anxiety scale: 
0- 1.9: Very Low Anxiety 4-5.9: Meditim Anxiety 8-10 :Very High Anxiety 
2 -3.9: Quite Low Anxiety 6 - 7.9 : Quite High Anxiety 

MC's behavioral changes after intervention : 
Organism(O) 

· Cognition 

• Button is a regular thing 
and is not scary. 

• Button is a very functional 
and helpful thing in human 
life especially to look tidy. 

• Though it may touch, 
button won't stick on the 
body and easily loosen 
up. 

•Stacked buttons won't 
move and crawling to the 
body like a dangerous 
ants which can bite. 

Affection 

• Started to get used 
and feel relaxed 
seeing button. 

• Pins and needles 
disappear when 
touching button. 

• The disgust disappear 
when hear the word 
"button," touch, grab, 
use, or play with 
button. 

Respon (R) 
Behavior 

• Not avoid when hear the word or 
see button. 

• Have the courage to touch, hold, 
and button up the buttons from 
varieties of sizes, colors, and 
shapes without feeling pins and 
needles. 

• Playing with a handful of buttons 
and make sound with it without 
feeling anxious/scared. 

• Make or wear a 
necklace/bracelet made from 
buttons without feeling 
anxious/scared. 
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Discussion 

The result of baseftne assessment with 

direct self report inventory is different to the 

result of baseline assessment during 

systematic desensitization practice. It's 

· because of before the practice, therapist had 

done an in-depth counselling ( ecclectic 

approach: psychoanalysis and client

centered) that made MC realized: 

1. She had been associating button with her 

grandmother figure that she wanted to 

reject and avoid unconsciously, 

connected with the feeling of 

disappointment toward her grandmother 

and she couldn't forgive her grandmother 
• completely 

2. MC's perception toward her grandmother 

needs to be reconstructed considering her 

grandmother's role as a mother which 

wanted to protect and help her son (MC's 

uncle) due to his financial problem. 

However, every mother is willing to do 

anything to help her son. MC's 

grandmother did that not without feeling 

depressed too and not because she didn't 

care about MC and MC's parents. 

3. MC's parents view of her must have 

changed since the last time MC had that 

negative experience. Now, MC has 

proven that she's a great, responsible, and 

dependable daughter. 

4. MC could feel by herself how her parents 

love her and the relationship between her 

and her parents are becoming closer time 

by time despite that she had been raised 

by her grandmother instead. 

5. By forgiving and understanding her 

grandmother's role as a mother and 

realize the actual feeling of her 

grandmother, she will easily break the 

maladaptive association. 

The results of this counselling session 

have a positive impact to MC emotionally 

be able to cope her problem with her 

grandmother, manages her oversensitivity 

toward button, and her fight to her cognitive 

distortion. Eventhough, the counselling 

session couldn't get her overcome her 

fear/anxiety, the session helped MC to easily 

gained some progress to overcome it 

through systematic desensitization. It's 

because of each success on a single 

hierarchy gave a cummulative effect that 

encourage MC to deal with the fear/anxiety 

toward the next hierarchies. Thus, everytime 

. MC practicing systematic desensitization 

prior to the next hierarchy card, MC 

reported a lowered anxiety scale through 
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relaxation introduction, reinforcing positive 

sentences, and modeling. 

Button phobia could be treated by an 

ecclectic approach of psychotherapy 

(Cognitive Behavior Therapy, Classical and 

Operant Conditioning Therapy, such as: 

Systematic Desensitization, Relaxation and 

Modeling, and Skill Training, also 

counselling with psychoanalysis and client

centered approach). The result meets the 

client's wish (optimized), though MC had a 

strong association between controlled 

stimulus (button) and her grandmother as a 

figure of affection. It's because the 

traumatic experience MC had with her 

grandmother was not as complex and not 

related with the like of abussive experience 

(a really bad emotional relationship and 

causing too many psychological damages). 

In the future, to treat case of phobic 

disorder with CBT, therapist need to 

consider client's phobia backgorund and use 

counselling as a therapeutic supplement 

which complement the whole intervention to 

get the optimal result. 

• 
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